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ABSTRACT

During the past thirty years the surface of mangrove swamps in the Lesser Antilles has globally decreased over twenty percent. The phenomenon is worldwide spread but the Lesser Antilles’ issues remain noteworthy because, due to the small size of these islands, prejudices on the mangrove swamps may have significant impacts. This paper starts to address some methodological remarks about statistics concerning mangroves (before the nineties, long-term data are incomplete and they impede a good estimate of the evolution of this ecosystem) and is mainly divided in two parts. In the first part, we briefly recall the importance of mangrove swamps in the Lesser Antilles. Despite the different physical characteristics of these islands, mangroves appear from several points of view as one of the common feature in these islands. Quantitatively, from 1980 to 2010, the area occupied by mangroves has regressed in the Lesser Antilles and in the world in general. Mangroves were soon disqualified owing to their inaccessibility and unhealthiness. Furthermore, deprived of their traditional functions, they have been progressively marginalized with economic development and rising living standards in small islands economies notwithstanding their positive role as an ecosystem. Highlighted since the 1980s, this role appears particularly evident in the field of marine resources and protection against hurricanes and tsunamis, but also to help restore the quality of coastal waters and biodiversity. In the second part of this paper, we wonder about the paradox faced by the inhabitants of the Lesser Antilles. On the one hand they really cannot prevent major natural threats on their wetlands like global climate change, hurricanes, earthquakes, volcanoes or tsunamis. And on the other hand, due to their territorial and political scale, these small islands should be able to act against local anthropogenic threats i.e. deforestation, household effluents, agriculture, urbanization, tourism, etc. Indeed, the Lesser Antilles islands have adopted the principles of ecosystem protection and integrated development of coastal areas (including various international conventions in this area). The land use policy, the urban planning, the building on the coastline or next to the mangroves are theoretically under public control. But the paradox is that effective provisions and outcomes are often weak against direct anthropogenic threats even if local solutions do not seem to be out of reach. We give a few typical examples illustrating the damage to mangroves in these islands today whatever the political status or the administrative organization. We conclude by considering that the case of mangroves in the Lesser Antilles may be a good illustration of the economic problem posed by the management of the commons. Shortly, the protection granted to goods depends on the value of goods. As for us the continuous decrease of mangrove surfaces reflects the lack of recognition of their value at every sense of the word. Even outside the market system, the recovery and the protection of mangrove swamps should first involve the determination of their explicit economic value.
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RESUMO

Nos últimos 30 anos a superfície coberta por manguezais nas Pequenas Antilhas diminuiu vinte por cento. O fenômeno embora generalizado é notável nas Pequenas Antilhas, isto porque devido ao pequeno tamanho destas ilhas os danos nos manguezais podem ter impactos significativos. Neste artigo são abordadas de início algumas questões metodológicas sobre as estatísticas relativas aos manguezais (antes da década 1990 os dados são incompletos e impedem uma boa estimativa da evolução do ecosistema) e divide-se em duas partes. Na primeira parte, recordamos brevemente a importância dos manguezais nas Pequenas Antilhas. Ape...
ecosystemic issue: « One category of closed broadleaved forest merits particular attention, partly because of its products but especially for the particular services that its renders. The category is that of the mangroves which are, unfortunately, for the most part, subject to degradation and elimination process especially through over-logging for firewood and small wood and for extraction of tannin ». Besides, the deterioration phenomenon in its actual meaning is defined: « the degradation, under different forms, particularly of open formations, is deriving mainly from human activities such as over-grazing, over-exploitation (for firewood in particular), repeated fires, or due to attacks by insects, diseases, plant parasites or other natural causes such as cyclones, (which can cause considerable damage to trees) [...] The processes of degradation may, in their final stages, result in deforestation [...] ». Then, the document issued in 1982 presents a first official estimate of the surfaces occupied by the mangrove swamps. Concerning the Caribbean islands, the member countries of the CARICOM have 236 000 hectares of mangrove swamps whereas the other countries of the Caribbean have 597 000 hectares. The total (833 000 hectares) is in accord with the data gathered by the FAO since 1980.

According to the global forest resources assessment and to the new importance granted to the mangroves, the nineties appear to be a transition period allowing the FAO to adjust their goals with the general principles established in 1992 during the Rio Summit. It also was an occasion for the FAO to change its methods. The promoting of the forest is enforced with the will of going on with the sustainable development and keeping the biological diversity safe, as declared in the Agenda 21, chapter 11 against the deforestation [...]». Then, the document issued in 1992 during the Rio Summit. It also was an occasion to adjust their goals with the general principles established in the nineties appear to be a transition period allowing the FAO to change its methods.

The FAO data about the large area “North America and Central America” (FAO, 2007b:31 & Tab.10; FAO, 2010a:30 & Tab.2.8) highlight the following development: 2.95 million of hectares in 1980; 2.59 in 1990; 2.35 in 2000 and 2.38 in 2010, that is to say a decrease of 17%.

The FAO data about the large area “North America and Central America” (FAO, 2007b:31 & Tab.10; FAO, 2010a:30 & Tab.2.8) highlight the following development: 2.95 million of hectares in 1980; 2.59 in 1990; 2.35 in 2000 and 2.38 in 2010, that is to say a decrease of 24%.

Lesser Antilles perimeter. In this paper about the Lesser Antilles we choose the perimeter determined by the FAO (FAO, 2001:Chap. 36): « The Lesser Antilles [are] the Virgin Islands, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Antigua and Barbuda, Montserrat, Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Barbados, and Grenada ».

2. THE IMPORTANCE OF MANGROVES IN THE LESSER ANTILLES

2.1. Mangroves are a common feature in the Lesser Antilles with different characteristics

2.1.1. The Lesser Antilles islands have different physical characteristics

Situated on the East part of the Caribbean Sea, they are divided in two geomorphological sets: the so-called “higher” ones can be associated at the same time to a xeric environment or a hygrophilous one. They often look like “high savannah”. Their margins are bordered by a sedimentary volaniclastic strip (which color varies from shiny black to light grey according to the minerals and the proportion of bioclastic sediments). It is the case in Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, Montserrat and St. Vincent. We can notice that 11 islands of the Lesser Antilles have an active volcano (i.e. from the smallest to the largest: Saba, St. Eustatius, Dominica, Nevis, Montserrat, St. Kitts, Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Martinique and Guadeloupe) (Lesales, 2007).

The islands which are “lower” (flat) do not allow xeric vegetation and/or mesophilic vegetation because of their karst bedrock constitution. They are surrounded by white sandy beaches like in the US and British Virgin Islands, Saint-Martin, Saint-Barthelemy and the Grenadines.

These two types are sometimes near one another just like in Guadeloupe, where the Basse-Terre is “higher” and the Grande-Terre is “lower”.

Whatever the geological origin of the islands is, their coastlines are never straight. And so, in the crevices of calcareous shores (“lower” islands), sediments impair themselves and turn into clay. On the volcanic sides (“higher” islands), the runoff of rain moves slight particles which accumulate at the bottom of slopes, in spaces more confined because of gravity. Earthy substrates that are propitious to the formation of mangrove swamps appear.

“Lower” and “higher” islands also have different rainfall regimes which affect their natural potential especially regarding the forests and mangroves evolution. Thus, lower islands basically have a dry climate (Virgin Islands, Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Saint-Martin, Saint-Barthelemy, Barbados, the Grenadines, etc.) and have a vegetal regeneration weaker than the higher islands (Saint-Kitts, Montserrat, Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, St. Vincent) (Lugo et al., 1981:320).

2.1.2. Mangroves are a common feature in the Lesser Antilles

Mangroves are one common feature in the Lesser Antilles among others like coral reefs and herbarium.

Forests with particular characteristics. Mangroves’ forests have particular characteristics (Saffache, 2002). They are halophilic and they only grow in the back of bays, in ponds or on rivers borders. According to their kind of roots, these forests filter turbid waters and keep sediments. That causes the progradation of the shore. Seawards, the sandy coves are bordered by fringing reefs and situated farther off the barrier reefs present an exceptional biodiversity. These two ecosystems (mangroves and coral reefs) are among the more abundant in the world.
Since the beginning of the colonization of the Lesser Antilles, mangrove swamps, called at that time *mangles*, have caught Europeans’ attention because of their tangled roots – real maze – and their adaptation to salt water (du Tertre, 1667:167; Thibault de Chanvalon, 1763:14-15; Monnier, 1828:88-89).

Mainly located on the coasts, these forests are governed by three factors: the climate (air temperature higher than 18 degrees Celsius and temperature range smaller or equal to 5 degrees), the tides (mangroves grow mainly in the intertidal zone) and the salinity (rain water runoff and rivers’ flow).

Because mangroves are basically on a muddy substrate, sometimes very liquid, mangrove trees adapted and now compose the dominant plant life. Mainly, two sorts of trees are spread in that environment: *Rhizophora* and *Avicennia*. The *Rhizophora*, for example, have their roots looking like stilts with multiple arches and making them higher in the mud. These physiognomic characteristics also allow them to resist to the erosion of tides. The *Avicennia* have a different roots structure. Instead of being in the air, the roots grow in straight lines under the mud. They emerge in a sporadic way thanks to little turgid protuberances, also called “pneumatophores”, which are in charge of respiratory exchanges with the atmosphere. These roots stabilize the muddy substrate and filter turbid water keeping terrigenous sediments. That is why shores filled with mangrove trees are in progradation phase in general. However, the two types (*Rhizophora* and *Avicennia*) are very vulnerable because they breathe through openings – the lenticels – situated on their roots.

Mangroves are a shelter to a numerous and diverse fauna and thus condense an important part of wildlife resources of the region.

**A presence in each island of the Lesser Antilles.**

**Quantification.** Quantitative data about the mangrove swamps and their recent development in the Lesser Antilles are completed as follows (See Table 1).

Nowadays, the mangroves occupy about 1900 hectares in Martinique and 2950 hectares in Guadeloupe (FAO, 2007a:31). However, these coastal forests do not always have the same physiognomy. In Antigua & Barbuda, for instance, not only they expand on 700 hectares (knowing that the total land area of these two islands is 442 km²) but they are

**Table 1. Mangrove surfaces in the Lesser Antilles from 1980 to 2010 (in hectares).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anguilla (UK)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua &amp; Barbuda</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Virgin Islands (UK)</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadeloupe (FR)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2990</td>
<td>2960</td>
<td>2950</td>
<td>2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinique (FR)</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montserrat (UK)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands Antilles (NL)</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Kitts &amp; Nevis</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Lucia</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Vincent &amp; the Grenadines</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Virgin Islands (US)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Lesser Antilles</strong></td>
<td><strong>9392</strong></td>
<td><strong>8852</strong></td>
<td><strong>8067</strong></td>
<td><strong>7813</strong></td>
<td><strong>8022</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Authors, based on FAO data.

Nota:

a) data FAO, 2007: tab.10.


c) The Guadeloupe national report 2010 Guadeloupe prepared for the FAO counts 7455 ha of mangrove swamps (data 2008) and 7400 ha (data 2002). The FAO keeps 2950 ha.

c) The Guadeloupe national report 2010 Guadeloupe prepared for the FAO counts 7455 ha of mangrove swamps (data 2008) and 7400 ha (data 2002). The FAO keeps 2950 ha.

d) Until the 10/10/2010: Curaçao, Bonaire, Saba, St.Eustatius and St.Maarten.
also dense and very thick (40 meters high). In many other islands, they are situated in smaller areas and their vertical growth is restricted: less than 20 meters in general: 90 ha in Anguilla which has a 91 km² total land area; 7 ha in Barbados (403 km²); 9 ha in Dominica (751 km²); 179 ha in Grenada (344 km²); 5 ha in Montserrat (102 km²); 14 ha in St.Kitts & Nevis (261 km²); 164 ha in St.Lucia (616 km²); 37 ha in St.Vincent and the Grenadines (389 km²).

Table 1 shows problems of method that provoke incomplete data: the data first come from independent States and then are subject to adjustment by the FAO. They are often unclear second-hand elements taken from monographic surveys or ancient assessments. Plus, the slow improvement of field surveys imposes adjustments that disturb the estimation of changes: i.e., recent statistics could reveal real evolutions (mangroves surface's increase or decrease) as well as flaws in the ancient measures (Väliela et al., 2001:807-808; Tab.1).

Guadeloupe that was supposed to have 9800 ha in the 1940's (Stehlé, H. 1945 – Forest Types of the Caribbean Islands, Part. I. Caribbean Forests, 6, Suppl., quoted by Ellison & Farnsworth, 1999:552) seems to have lost 4800 ha from that time to 1980 (3000 ha), then 40 ha from 1980 to 2000 (whereas the non-corrected data given by the French government to the FAO state 7455 ha (FAO, 2010:25, 29-30)). In Martinique, the surface occupied by mangrove has increased by 400 ha between 1940 and 1980, moving from 1500 ha (Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:551-552) to 1900 ha. In other words, it is supposed to have been reduced by 1100 ha between 1940 and 1980 moving from 3000 ha (Revert, 1949:174) to 1900 ha, and subsequently it seems to decrease at the beginning of the 2000's and to increase again at the end of it. Even though the values oscillate between 1840 ha and 2100 ha (FAO, 2010:8-9, 13), despite the buildings and the extensions of ports, airports, highways and commercial areas for 20 years, the data furnished by the French government certify the surface is 2023 ha in 2010 in Martinique.

On Grenada island, 70% of the mangrove swamps have apparently been destroyed by the cyclone Ivan in September 2004 (OECS, 2005:66-70). However, there is no sign of any damages in the FAO statistics (FAO, 2007a).

The apparent accuracy of data (and evolutions) must not be trusted. In reality, ancient data can be imprecise but it is also the case for recent values that are extrapolated from the ancient ones.

Qualification. Highlighted because of their physical characteristics, mangrove swamps were soon disqualified by their inaccessibility and unhealthiness (Monnier, 1828:88-89; Revert, 1949:21).

Gradual disappearance of traditional utilization. Traditional uses of mangrove swamps are well known. (Christensen, 1983:2; Vasques et al., 2011:157-159). We refer also to the synthesis carried out by FAO in Mangrove Forest Management Guidelines (FAO, 1994:45-87). As noted above, the human use of mangroves is old but variable in space and time. It is a way of life that has disappeared in most of the Lesser Antilles, and with it the threat (limited) that are (were) traditional human uses of mangroves vanished. In this context of “direct use” (Vasques et al., 2011:157-159), mangroves contributed to energy (firewood and charcoal), the supply of various materials construction (roofs, ceilings, walls, floors, fences, etc.), fishing (boat, fishing gear, tannin for dyeing nets, etc.), food (fruits, honey, plants infuse, fish, shellfish, game, etc.), to various domestic purposes (tools, oils, toys, traditional medicines, etc.) but also to garbage dumps.

Marginalization of mangroves. Deprived of their traditional functions, mangroves swamps have been marginalized with economic development and rising living standards. In the context of the Lesser Antilles, and especially regarding the mangroves, “the preservation of the environment is perceived as a luxury, and tourism development often as a priority” (Klein, 2003). So, the rejection of mangroves seems deeply rooted in individual, collective or even political behavior. This probably affected their conservation and allowed “ecocides” until recently (Malsa, 2008:101-104).

French geographer Eugene Revert (1895-1957) quoted by Judith Klein (Klein, 2003) reflected his time and probably unintentionally foreshadowed the “all-tourism” by the opposition between mangroves and pristine beaches (Revert, 1949:21).

However, the ability of ecosystems to produce resources and “ecosystem services” has begun to be acknowledged only recently (Odum et al., 1982 40-76; Costanza and Folke, 1996:17-18). Yet often we can apply concerning the mangroves the formula of Costanza and Folke “In many cases, what we think of as a waste resources are in the wrong place” (Ibid., 24).

2.2. A remarkable interaction between natural factors

2.2.1. Mangroves in the Lesser Antilles are threatened by many natural factors

Mangroves are threatened by natural phenomena (possibly indirectly anthropogenic) beyond the control of populations of the Lesser Antilles.

Air temperature, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, tsunamis.

Elevation of long-term temperature of the air. This phenomenon itself (apart from its effects caused like rising sea level, precipitation and storminess) has an impact on mangroves. An increase in the average temperature of the air (fast enough to prevent adaptation) engages the survival of mangroves swamps from 38 °C to 40 °C (photosynthesis stop, leaf fall, tree mortality, soil decomposition with emission of methane, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide) (Field, 1995:78; Ellison, and Farnsworth, 1996:556-557). Whether the Lesser Antilles knew such average temperatures, it is likely that other problems would arise in adaptation or survival of the species (including human) relegating the survival of mangroves in the background.

Volcanic eruptions. We have seen that the Lesser Antilles were partly composed of volcanic islands. For each of the 11 volcanic islands, Lesales (2007) recalls the “volcano exposure index” which reports the number of active volcanoes on the land area of the island (the higher the index is (e.g. Saba), the lesser the areas are sheltered). Despite their impact on mangroves, no measure of preventive protection of these areas has been taken in the Lesser Antilles, or any remedial
measure (the case of Montserrat Soufriere in 1995). As for the temperature rise of the air, the eruptive episodes – moreover little predictable – in the Lesser Antilles refer to other emergencies beyond survival or rehabilitation of mangroves swamps.

Earthquakes and tsunamis. Just as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes and tsunamis are major phenomena that can cause the loss of mangrove areas, including soil liquefaction during earthquakes.

Climate change. The Lesser Antilles are particularly vulnerable to certain possible manifestations of climate change, such as the sea level general rise, flooding, increased salinity of coastal environments or increased frequency or intensity of hurricanes (Snedaker, 1995:43-49; Field, 1995:77-78; Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:556-557; Mimura et al., 2007:690; Nicholls & Cazenave, 2010:1518-1519).

Climate change strengthens the range of natural aggressions little manageable at the scale of the Lesser Antilles and adds extra pressure to the threats already faced by mangroves (Field, 1995:79). We will discuss only two aspects: sea level rise and hurricanes.

Mangroves in the Lesser Antilles and the elevation of the sea level. During the XXI century, the sea level rise is estimated to be between 30 and 180 cm, depending on the calculation methods and assumptions (efficiency measures to limit emission of greenhouse gases; continued activity (business as usual) melting rate of Greenland and Antarctica glaciers; melting rate affecting the Arctic Ocean, etc.). (Mimura et al., 2007:694-698; Nicholls & Cazenave, 2010:1518).

Meanwhile, two aspects need to draw our attention: the spatial distribution of mangroves swamps in the world throughout the Holocene period, and the progress in the field of geographic information systems. These two issues lead to the conclusion that (subject to adaptation phenomena and/or topographical features) an increase of average sea level between 100 and 200 cm over the next 100 years would likely result in the disappearance of most areas coastal ecosystems as mangroves (contra Snedaker, 1995:43-44). The low islands would be primarily affected, unless progress is slow and allows the adaptation of mangroves in "shelter mode" and without relying on other effects related to the increase in sea level (salinity, wave energy hurricanes, tropical waves, sediment transport smothering plants, etc.) (Ellison & Stoddart, 1991:161-162; Nicholls & Cazenave, 2010:1518; Menon et al., 2010:1601-1602).

Extrapolating data recalled by Menon et al. (2010) and based on a scenario of one meter rise in sea level, more than 50% of coastal mangroves disappear (Menon et al., 2010:1602). It is possible to have differentiated effects: on the low islands (American and British Virgin Islands, Anguilla, Saint-Martin, Saint-Barthelemy and the Grenadines), mangroves would disappear entirely because they cannot sufficiently get back towards the interior of land. However, on the high islands, the effect of the sea level rise could be weaker due to the phenomenon of accretion of mangroves inward. In other words, very empirically, the estimated area of mangroves in the Lesser Antilles could decrease from 8000 ha currently to less than 3000 ha just because of the raising level of the sea.

Mangroves in the Lesser Antilles, hurricanes and storm surges. The Lesser Antilles are an area of hurricanes. Their intensity could increase by 2 to 10%, as well as the potential for heavy rainfall in tropical cyclones (about 15 to 20% additional rainfall near the heart of cyclones within 100 km).

Practically, hurricanes impact the mangroves in many ways. Mangroves may suffer damage: trees can thus be torn, or, if they are not pulled, they can die a few months after the episode because of the cyclone damage suffered by their aerial roots (Odum et al., 1982:77). Then the mangrove species do not react in the same way to cuts: unlike Avicennia, the branches of Rhizophora are no longer growing once they are broken. Because these two species constitute the bulk of the mangroves of the Lesser Antilles, it can result from hurricanes a local reduction of the presence of a species (Rhizophora) compared to the other. Lastly, cyclones can smother mangrove with sediments mobilized by floods (Ibid., 77).

The island of Grenada provides a recent example (2004) of the devastating effects of a hurricane on mangroves (OECS, 2005:60-70).

Tropical waves, frequent rains, and rains associated with cyclones are also likely to increase the occurrence of floods damaging to mangroves (smothering, decreased salinity, mobilization of pollutants). In the case of flooding or brutal siltation, large areas of mangroves are disappearing (Odum et al., 1982:12, 77).

2.2.2. Mangroves play a particular ecosystemic role in the Lesser Antilles


Ecosystem functions have been highlighted in the 1980s (see, Odum et al., 1982:40-76; Costanza and Folke, 1996:26; Costanza et al., 1997; Tab.1) and developed in the early 1990s (FAO, 1994:78-80). The types of services provided by mangroves that recalled by several authors (see: Barbier, 2007:183; Table 1; Farnley et al., 2010:42; Sandilyan & Karhiressan, 2012:3526-3538), are various from marine resources to protection against hurricanes and tsunamis, passing through restoring the quality of coastal waters and biodiversity. We do retain here two (Barbier, 2007:200) concerning marine resources and protection against major disturbances such as cyclones and tsunamis.

Mangroves and protection against cyclones and tsunamis.

The protective role of mangrove swamps in the defense against the sea was considered quite early (Odum et al., 1982:74, and after the tsunami of December 2004 in the Indian Ocean: United Nations, 2006:11, 45, 72). Concerning the Maldives, the UNEP suggests to strengthen the resilience of the coastal zone by planting a mangrove area: "a deep enough band (>20-30 m) of mangrove vegetation can absorb considerable amounts of wave energy and protect the coast beyond, while also sustaining very productive fisheries; mangroves tend to grow in and around tidal mud-flats, estuaries and lagoons" (United Nations, 2006:72).
Regarding to the role of mangroves and to the damage they have suffered since the 1960s, this catastrophe also made economists wonder more precisely about how an economic value could be assigned to wetlands ecosystems. This can be done by supporting fishing activities or by their role in the protection against cyclones, tropical waves and tsunamis (Barbier, 2007:204-210; Das et al., 2009:7358). More than the inherent value, this “ecosystem service” would give to the mangroves an additional economic value which might count among the other uses of the coastal zone (Barbier, 2007:201-204; Costanza et al., 2008:246).

Mangroves and marine resources. Mangroves provide habitat for terrestrial and marine wildlife. Their importance in terms of fish population, with the notion of ecosystem since the 1970s-1980s (Lindall et al., 1973, quoted by Robertson & Duke, 1987:193; United Nations, 1980:45; Christensen, 1983:6-7 ; Robertson & Duke, 1987:202-203), is gradually identified and quantified since the 1990s (Rönnbäck, 1999:245-248; Barbier, 2000:47-49; Mumbay et al., 2004:533) It seems (Mumbay et al., 2004:535) that the presence of mangroves increases the biomass of many commercial species found in the Caribbean Sea. This can be explained by two hypotheses: on the one hand, when the mangrove area is near a reef, fish benefit from the augmentation of nutrients from mangrove; on the other hand, the mangrove is an intermediate nursery habitat between herbarium and reefs which increases the survival rate of juveniles.

In the same context, a positive linear and relatively strong correlation ($r^2 = 0.70$) has been set to a larger scale (Gulf of California) between the quantities of fish taken by fishermen and the surface and coastline of mangroves. This suggests an important role for breeding area or nursery (Aburto-Oropeza et al., 2008:10456-10458).

In a nutshell, mangroves are really useful to the islands of the Lesser Antilles that are subject to these specific threats. Yet, the Lesser Antilles do not seem to protect them as deserved.

### 3. MAN AND MANGROVES IN THE LESSER ANTILLES: THE THREATS’ PARADOX

One understands that the Lesser Antilles are helpless against natural threats weighing on the mangroves. The paradox is that the inhabitants of the Lesser Antilles also threaten “their” mangrove despite the importance of ecosystem services they might be expected to enable. In fact, as pointed by Holling and Sanderson in a more general context (Holling & Sanderson, 1996:57): “It has never been more important to understand the conjunction of human and natural systems, and the nature of their interactions. Our world is defined by the management of natural systems by human systems, which represents radical change from historical condition of humans being defined by their environments, their grand structuring cycles (plagues, economic epochs), and their slowly changing local ways of living (cultures). [...] The systemic effect of global environment change will leave no large landscapes untouched by human hands”.

In an attempt to classify 20 types of major threats which loom over 24 major categories of marine ecosystems in the world, Halpern et al. (2007) recalled that the coastal development, the direct human action, the coastal engineering, the aquaculture and the rise of sea level are the main threats against mangroves (Halpern et al., 2007:1304-1305; Tab.1).

Following Alongi (2002), the most important danger threatening mangroves in the 2020s or thereabout could be deforestation, aquaculture in ponds, over-exploitation of timber and overfishing (Alongi, 2002:342, 346, Tab.5) (See Table 2).

However these classifications of threats do not seem to fit the Lesser Antilles (Forster et al., 2011:652-653). As indicated in the introduction: the small size of the islands “majorizes” the role of mangroves and should make easier the implementation of preservation actions on a local level. But, on the contrary, in the Lesser Antilles, the most serious threats are beyond local action (earthquakes, volcanoes, hurricanes, tsunamis, climate change), and the ones that could be handled by the local action (deforestation, household effluents, agriculture, urbanization, tourism, etc.) are, paradoxically, hardly well handled.

The direct or indirect role of the man in the degradation of mangroves is well characterized (Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:552-558; Halpern et al., 2007:1302).

In the Caribbean, the development of human activity had several stages that led to an extension of the colonization, then to the densification of the land occupation. Lugo et al. (1981:320, Tab.2) synthesize each step as follows: “The period from the colonial times to the present can be divided into four eras: the era of early settlement when farming activities

---

**Table 2. Threats to mangrove forests in the world in 2025, according to Alongi (2002).**

**Tabela 2. Ameaças às florestas de manguezais no mundo em 2025, segundo Alongi (2002).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-level threats</th>
<th>Intermediate threats</th>
<th>Low-level threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deforestation</td>
<td>Alteration of hydrology</td>
<td>Oil pollution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond aquaculture</td>
<td>Global warming</td>
<td>Thermal pollution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overexploitation of fish and shellfish</td>
<td>Eutrophication</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Noise pollution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were not intense (1493-1630); the era of extensive monocultures (1630-1880); the era of economic collapse whose beginning is coincident with the abolition of slavery (1880's-1940's); and the era of increasing energy use (from the forties to the present).” The most of the decrease of mangroves is attributable to human activity (Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:552), however this does not necessarily mean that economic development, symbolized by long-term growth of gross domestic product per capita, leads to a reduction of the mangrove (Barbier and Cox, 2003:429, although their study did not focus on time series, but the cross-sectional analysis at a given time on a set of 89 countries).

These disturbances due to men could be classified into four categories: extractive uses of mangrove trees and fauna, pollution, destruction of mangroves associated with reclamation for non-extractive uses and impacts of climate change (Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:552). Without disputing this typology, we chose here another distinction between the natural disturbances (volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, tsunamis), even influenced by human behaviour (climate change), and human disturbances (traditional and modern). This presentation seems better suited to the Lesser Antilles because it distinguishes between factors that may be controlled in a local context and factors that are out of the control of small territories, whatever resources they have.

3.1. Human traditional disturbances: deforestation and household effluents

Anthropogenic damages to mangroves seem to be old (Odum et al., 1982:77-84; Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:552-558). However, the analysis in terms of ecosystems and the statistical measure of damages do not go back beyond 1970, as evidenced by scientific literature (Linden & Jernelov, 1980:86-88; Lugo, 1980:65-72; Odum et al., 1982:26-39) or the mobilization of international bodies (United Nations, 1971).

For many years, mangroves have been exploited by indigenous and these uses did not trouble their ecologic characteristics, because damages remained below the natural abilities of regeneration (Lugo et al., 1981:320, Tab.2; Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:552-553). Since the XVIIth century, the traditional human actions against mangroves can be divided in two types in the Lesser Antilles: timber exploitation and household pollution.

3.1.1. Deforestation

The traditional deforestation to get fuelwood, charcoal, saw timber or other products such as tannin has widely decreased. Usually realized at small-scale, they do not cause a decrease in the surface occupied by the mangrove swamps. Nevertheless, individually speaking, the effect on trees is noticeable because, as we say above, the Rhizophora (Rhizophora spp.) do not grow back after cutting unlike the Avicennia (Avicennia spp.) (Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:552).

St. Lucia, for instance, knows this kind of traditional deforestation, especially in the mangrove forest of Mankoté (South-East), which is the largest of the 18 mangroves of the island with 60 ha (FAO, 2005:5).

Mankoté mangrove is a marine reserve since 1986 (Fisheries Act, 1986), and then it became a «Ramsar» site in 2002 (wetland of international importance under the Convention of Ramsar (United Nations, 1971)). Under the Ramsar Convention, the Caribbean Regional Wetlands Initiative has also been launched in 2010. St. Lucia took part in order to promote the effective implementation of measures to protect wetlands in the region.

In Martinique, wood from mangroves was still used by local industries (distilleries, lime kilns, dyeing nets, etc.) in the forties especially "for heating plants and tannin" (Revert, 1949:174). However, this use has disappeared.

3.1.2. Household effluents and waste dumping

Mangroves household pollution has not really been studied before the early nineties (Odum, 1982:74; Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:554). However, we note that this pollution, which can be described as voluntary or direct from individuals, usually affects mangroves having already suffered from other damages. These mangroves already degraded somehow provide a new "service" to the populations as free garbage dump. Household pollution extends the initial damage and may foreshadow a change for final destination of the areas concerned for reasons of sanitation.

It is the case for example of the Saint-Lucian mangroves which are waste dumps (and are still used for charcoal) despite the Fisheries Act of 1986 that had classified marine reserves (Walker, 2006:106-107). Although mangroves of Mankoté and Blackbay are known to hold garbage, it is the site of Volet which suffers the most from such attacks. In this mangrove, layers of leachate float on the water or accumulate in the muddy substratum, accentuating the putrid smell of the site.

3.2. More recent human disturbances

Nowadays, demographic pressure appears to be the greatest threat to mangroves because of urbanization, pollution induced, climate warming and competition between activities requiring the proximity to the sea (Ong, 1995:344-345). Indeed, mangrove swamps are often located in coastal or estuarine areas which are also ideal places for human settlement (Field, 1995:79). In other words, the increase of (local or tourist) population participates to the decline of mangroves (Ong, 1995:346-348). And so, in the economies with low and middle income per capita, it appears that the increasing coastal population is actually associated with a decrease of mangrove area (Barbier & Cox, 2003:431). This pressure has however a societal component: as said earlier, mangroves have protected themselves by their inaccessibility, their unhealthiness and their darkness. They have been marginalized in the eyes of most people, and appeared in opposition to the economic and social development, instead characterized by urban planning and mobility, accessibility, safety and light.

Among human factors of disturbance, the modern ones can be divided into non definitive damages and definitive reclamation of mangroves for agriculture, aquaculture or urbanization needs (Valiela et al., 2001:807).
3.2.1. Replacement of mangroves: agriculture, urbanization and tourism

In this context, mangroves disappear under voluntary or conscious action of men that aims at recovering the surfaces to develop other activities.

The economic reasoning behind this transformation of mangrove areas is as follows: except as surfaces converted to other uses, mangroves have no explicit value (Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:555). Unless measuring ecosystem services, the value of mangroves swamps can even be considered as negative (unhealthiness, mosquitoes, insecure areas or sites of lawlessness, etc.), keeping away tourism and other productive activities. Mangrove swamps cost a lot to communities or individuals who own them without drawing back any money. This is the core of relations between human and natural systems: systems (particularly ecosystems) where values are not expressed in money nor on time scales beyond the short term, are disadvantaged in market economies, and are therefore often undervalued or overexploited (Hanna & Jentoft, 1996:43). Thus, from the point of view of valuation of recreational activities in coastal ecosystems, mangroves appear clearly less attractive than sandy beaches, and they generate less revenue (Ghermandi & Nunes, 2013:2-3).

The economic valuation of mangroves after their transformation for other purposes seems proved by the positive correlation between the decrease in mangrove area and the increase of GDP per capita (Valiela et al., 1992:811; contra, as we see above, making an analysis across 89 countries, Barbier & Cox (Barbier & Cox, 2003:329) observe more nuanced results, according to which an increase of 10% of GDP is correlated with an increase of 6.5% of the mangrove area).

Agriculture. Since the eighties in the Lesser Antilles, there is less deforestation in order to widen agricultural land, certainly because of the decrease of agriculture in the local economy. The tendency is to use land for other destinations related to urban development. On average, the value of agricultural production in the Lesser Antilles was divided by 3.5 from 1980 to 2010 and represents today about 4% of GDP (See Table 3).

Tourism and urbanization. Having mainly replaced agriculture in the last quarter of the twentieth century, tourism in the Lesser Antilles provides a significant part in domestic income and export earnings. To the islands facing international economic obligations (i.e. obligations to obtain foreign exchange to pay for imports; equilibrium or surplus in the balance of payments; stability of the exchange rate of the currency), tourism has been for more than 15 years a source of export earnings in the Lesser Antilles (sometimes with services activities of offshore financial centers). Tourism revenues exceed an average of half of the total exports of the States of the Lesser Antilles (See Table 4).

This aspect is attested (with exceptions) by the growth in the number of tourists visiting the Lesser Antilles (See Table 5).

From these data, it is clear that civil engineering and building which directly or indirectly determine or, at least, condition the number of tourists (and hence the medium-term economic survival of the islands) have been favored over mangrove areas: creation or expansion of airports and/or ports for cruise ships, development of resorts, marinas, and golf courses, construction of roads and houses, insect control, solid-waste disposal, etc. (Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:555-556). In many cases, urban planning and land use were also made with few rules and little controls by governmental authorities (UNEP-CEP, 2000; Lewsey et al., 2004:398).

In Barbados, for instance, the case of Graeme Hall mangrove, an original area of 250 hectares in the south of the island, illustrates, along a period of two centuries, successive effects of agriculture, urbanization, and tourism. This mangrove, now reduced to 7 hectares was degraded irreversibly despite the ban on cuts during the 1970s, the ban on hunting in 1981, the public management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Agricultural products of each independent country of the Lesser Antilles, in % of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua &amp; Barbuda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Kitts &amp; Nevis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lucia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Vincent &amp; the Grenadines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nota: Data from independent countries are only recorded by the World Bank.

nc = not communicated.
Table 4. Revenues of tourism (in % of exports of each independent country in the Lesser Antilles).
Table 4. Receitas do turismo (em % das exportações de cada país independente nas Pequenas Antilhas).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antigua &amp; Barbuda</td>
<td>61,5</td>
<td>58,7</td>
<td>56,7</td>
<td>57,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>59,1</td>
<td>56,6</td>
<td>59,6</td>
<td>51,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>39,1</td>
<td>33,2</td>
<td>44,1</td>
<td>47,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>61,4</td>
<td>39,5</td>
<td>47,7</td>
<td>57,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Kitts &amp; Nevis</td>
<td>53,2</td>
<td>38,7</td>
<td>53,4</td>
<td>39,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lucia</td>
<td>60,6</td>
<td>74,6</td>
<td>72,8</td>
<td>52,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Vincent &amp; the Grenadines</td>
<td>38,9</td>
<td>45,7</td>
<td>51,9</td>
<td>47,4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nota: Data from independent countries are only recorded by the World Bank.

Table 5. Tourist arrivals by air in the Lesser Antilles from 1990 to 2011 (in thousands).
Table 5. Chegadas de turistas por via aérea nas Pequenas Antilhas 1990-2011 (em milhares).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anguilla (UK)</td>
<td>31,2</td>
<td>38,5</td>
<td>43,8</td>
<td>62,1</td>
<td>62,0</td>
<td>65,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua &amp; Barbuda</td>
<td>184,2</td>
<td>191,4</td>
<td>236,7</td>
<td>245,4</td>
<td>231,3</td>
<td>241,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>432,1</td>
<td>442,1</td>
<td>544,7</td>
<td>547,5</td>
<td>532,2</td>
<td>567,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Virgin Islands (UK)</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>281,1</td>
<td>337,1</td>
<td>330,3</td>
<td>277,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>45,1</td>
<td>60,5</td>
<td>69,6</td>
<td>79,3</td>
<td>76,5</td>
<td>75,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>76,4</td>
<td>108,0</td>
<td>128,9</td>
<td>98,5</td>
<td>106,2</td>
<td>116,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadeloupe (FR)</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>807,0</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinique (FR)</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>526,3</td>
<td>484,1</td>
<td>476,5</td>
<td>495,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monserrat (UK)</td>
<td>12,8</td>
<td>17,7</td>
<td>10,3</td>
<td>9,7</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>5,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saba (NL)</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>9,1</td>
<td>11,5</td>
<td>12,3</td>
<td>nc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Eustatius (NL)</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>8,9</td>
<td>20,4</td>
<td>6,7</td>
<td>nc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Kitts &amp; Nevis</td>
<td>72,5</td>
<td>78,0</td>
<td>73,1</td>
<td>126,9</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Lucia</td>
<td>146,6</td>
<td>232,2</td>
<td>269,9</td>
<td>317,9</td>
<td>305,9</td>
<td>212,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Maarten (NL)</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>432,3</td>
<td>467,9</td>
<td>443,1</td>
<td>424,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.Vincent &amp; the G.</td>
<td>54,5</td>
<td>60,2</td>
<td>72,9</td>
<td>95,5</td>
<td>72,5</td>
<td>73,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Virgin Islands (US)</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>545,9</td>
<td>nc</td>
<td>691,2</td>
<td>679,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, based on data issued from the Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO) and the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) (2012).
Nota: these data refer only to non-nationals arriving by air.
nc = not communicated.


**National Trust** (Parker *et al.*, 1998), and the entry in 2005 of the site as a wetland of international importance (List of Wetlands of International Importance) under the Ramsar Convention (United Nations, 1971). The site is now contained in an urban area and tourist accommodations in the south of the island. Nevertheless, the classification of the site under the Ramsar Convention looks like a tourist argument, as well as the role of the Sanitation Department, which is in charge of mosquito control in the mangrove since 1920 and helps protect people and today tourism against the harmful effects of the mangrove.

At Bequia (archipelago of the Grenadines, St. Vincent and the Grenadines), the creation of the new airport, opened in traffic in 1992, has destroyed mangrove *Puget Farm*. On *Prune Island* (archipelago of the Grenadines), the building of a tourist complex has imposed the replacement of a part of the mangrove by a coconut plantation. It is the same story for many traditional bakeries (very popular with tourists) that use the mangrove trees because of their high calorific value.

In Martinique, the extension of the International airport (1974) to accommodate the Boeing 747, the building of ports and marinas (*Marin* Bay; Fort-de-France Bay: container terminal of *Pointe-des-Grives*, marina of *Euang-Z’Abricots*) also led to the disappearance or reduction of mangroves, but sometimes to a local political awareness of the importance of these areas (Malsa, 2008:101-104).

In Guadeloupe, the facilities of the Port of *Pointe-à-Pitre* and the industrial area of *Jarry* grew by infilling part of the mangrove swamps of *Petit Cul de Sac Marin*.

With the recent expansion of the port of *Pointe-à-Pitre* (45 ha of additional embankments; increased in draft from 11 to 17 meters), the balance between environmental protection and economic development and employment “*on an island infested with unemployment*” (CNDP-CPDP, 2012:71) raise fears of damage to mangroves, despite the pledges of the Port Authority during the public inquiry (Ibid., 71-74, 84).

In St. Lucia, the total area of the *Rodney Bay Marina* is approximately 500 hectares. This marina was developed in the seventies by dredging and excavation of an area of mangrove which have destroyed an important ecosystem while vessels operating conditions have amplified the phenomenon (Lewsey *et al.*, 2004:398; Government of St. Lucia, 2002:12). Purchased in 2007 by an international operator (*Island Global Yachting*), the marina has been rehabilitated (dredging to welcome “megayachts” up to 80 meters long and 5 meters draft; installation of new floating docks; reorganization of boatyard capabilities).

### 3.2.2. New damages on mangroves.

The voluntary or conscious action of man to transform mangroves swamps and give land to other uses has decreased, as seems to confirm the slowdown of mangrove disappearance since 2000. Perhaps, the inhabitants of the Lesser Antilles are more aware of the intrinsic value of mangroves and especially of the ecosystem services. Yet indirect damages remain numerous: sewage and runoff, fertilizers, pesticides, insecticides, hydrocarbons and organochlorine compounds from urbanization, agriculture, urban activity or leisure, etc. (Fernandez *et al.*, 2007:1682-1684).

**Hydrocarbons.** Apart from oil extraction activities, shipwrecks and oil spills at sea contribute to the degradation of mangroves. The problem was identified in the early sixties (Ellison & Farnsworth, 1996:553). Hydrocarbon toxicity, when staying in the mangroves swamps, has been demonstrated: more than 96% of the seedlings of *Avicennia marina* die in contact with the crude oil in the space of 14 days (Grant *et al.*, 1993). However, according to Burns *et al.*, 1993, between 24 and 31 accidental spills of annual crude oil directly pollute the Caribbean island mangroves, whereas 20 years or longer is required for deep mud coastal habitats to recover from the toxic impact of catastrophic oil spills. This is due to the long-term persistence of oil trapped in anoxic sediments.

With the Cartagena Convention 1983 (United Nations, 1983a; United Nations, 1983b), the Caribbean countries have taken soon provisions of international law to prevent and to fight against pollution by hydrocarbons. Many other legal instruments of cooperation have been implemented in the region (Singh & Mee, 2008:275-280).

**Agriculture.** In the last thirty years, the importance of agriculture has declined in the economies of the Lesser Antilles (Tab. 3). However, this sector still represents a source of pollution because of pesticides or because of the persistence in the environment of such products used in the past. The use of these products, fertilizers and pesticides, has increased since the early eighties (Rawlins *et al.*, 1998:667) despite the decline in agriculture.

The fertilizing products spread on the ground go more or less rapidly to the marine environment according to the geomorphology of the islands, limestone or volcanic, and their retentive capacity (Rawlins *et al.*, 1998:660, 666). In this middle, they increase its inorganic salt content causing loss of biodiversity and more generally a modification in the structure of aquatic communities. Pesticides follow the same path, but as they are persistent organic pollutants, they induce more adverse effects to public health and the animal environment linked to bioaccumulation in the food chain.

**Heavy metals and organochlorines.** Regional comparison in terms of heavy metals and organic compounds is difficult in particular because of the scarcity or lack of homogeneity in the methods of data collection. Despite these difficulties some harmful pollutants have been identified in mangrove mud (for example, sodium hydroxide associated with traces of bauxite in the U.S. Virgin Islands).

More recently, besides Petroleum hydrocarbons and Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), some heavy metals' presence (especially Pb, Zn, Cu, Cd), Organochlorine pesticides, Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) used since the thirties, and macro-waste have also been identified in the coastal zone in the Lesser Antilles (Fernandez *et al.*, 2007:1687-1690).

Straddling on the issues of household pollution and impact of tourism, it should be noted here the pollution caused by recreational boating. That pollution is a relatively recent issue in the Lesser Antilles, because of increased standards of living and the orientation of the local economies towards tourism.
Antifouling paints with tin on ship hulls have been widespread in the sixties (Dafforn et al., 2011:454). Their toxic effects on the marine environment were highlighted in the eighties (Ibid., 456-457), leading to a total ban twenty years later (2008). Other more recent antifouling, acting as photosynthetic inhibitor, have also proven the risks of contamination to the marine environment (Carbery et al., 2006:636-640). This pollution is mainly concentrated in the marinas. It includes various contaminants (metals and PAH) and contamination from different sources (gas station, ship repair, fairings, lead keels, etc.) which are trapped in the sediment and hence in the mangrove swamps. This pollution adds up to existing contaminants from land-based sources (agricultural or urban sources, including soil leaching) and pollutes the marine environment (PCBs and pesticides) (Hinkey et al., 2005:1246-1249).

Tourism and urbanization. We have seen above the importance of tourism in the economies of the Lesser Antilles (see Table n°5:Tourist arrivals by air in the Lesser Antilles from 1990 to 2011). Besides the direct impact of infrastructures, the tourism and urbanization induce indirect human damages to mangroves.

In Antigua and Barbuda, for example, there is little systematic processing of wastewater; in general, the sewage is discharged directly into the environment. Some hotels undertake to recover and to treat their effluents, but this remains marginal and often based on voluntary and contractual approaches to certification (Green Award, Blue Flag Campaign or Green Globe 21) (Lewsey et al., 2004:403). Singh & Mee recall for instance that the Caribbean became the world leader in tourism establishments certified “Green Globe 21”. This type of certification is based on compliance with certain objectives such as the elimination of waste, energy conservation, limiting water consumption, effluent treatment, etc. (Singh & Mee, 2008:278).

In Martinique, tourism remains marginal in the economy since it officially represents less than 5% of GDP (2% in Martinique, and 4% in Guadeloupe according to Hugouenq et al., 2007:67-70). Household and urban pollution is less due to the inflow of tourists or hotel complexes failures, than to inadequate wastewater collection systems. For example, the six towns (municipalités) surrounding the bay of Fort-de-France are totaling more than 160,000 inhabitants, while the ten wastewater treatment plants currently in operation are planned for a little less than 140,000 inhabitants. Moreover some districts are not connected to a sewage collection system, and many houses do not have septic tanks. Effluents are discharged therefore used in the bay of Fort-de-France via the rivers. As noted above these polluted waters favor the proliferation of filamentous algae that gradually smother corals. Major garbage dumps (la Trompese, Fort-de-France, Céron (Sainte-Luce)) are located near the coastline and they accentuate the phenomenon by percolation or flow of leachate into the marine environment and mangroves: heavy metals, organic materials, etc.

Furthermore, in volcanic islands, main roads are often located near the coast. So their building and use (runoff, for example) may have a negative effect on coastal areas, including mangrove areas. (Besides, regardless of the location of roads, it is worth to note an interesting econometric result still on cross-sectional analysis of 89 countries by Barbier and Cox (2003): in countries of low or middle income per capita (i.e. <7000 constant U.S. $ 1987), a negative linear correlation was found by the authors between the number of kilometres of paved roads and the area of mangroves; in other words (although this “model” is not predictive), 10% increase in the length of paved roads is correlated with a decrease in mangrove area of 3.5% (Barbier & Cox, 2003:427, 430); probably the introduction into the model of 3 other variables — measuring the time (not one year in cross-section but twenty years panel data), the surface of paved roads (and not only the length) and the distance from the coast road — would clarify the results and look for causal relationships rather than simple correlation; lastly, we are talking here about the direct influence of the road on mangroves and not about the influence of economic development as the underlying cause of the decline of the mangrove; indeed, other results of Barbier and Cox indicate that a growth of 10% in GDP per capita induces an increase in the mangrove area of 6.5%, not a decrease…).

In Martinique (just like in Guadeloupe), this situation is enforced by the size of the car fleet (about 200,000 vehicles to 400,000 inhabitants). Traffic around the bay of Fort-de-France is particularly dense. The motorway "A1" (between Fort-de-France and Aimé Césaire International Airport at Lamentin) that runs along the mangrove swamps knows an average traffic of more than 100,000 vehicles per day (IEDOM, 2007:2). Tropical rain washes roads regularly, and runoff water from the roadbeds get high pollution loads: hydrocarbons and polycyclic aromatic residues tires, copper, chromium, cadmium, zinc (SETRA, 2006:4) mostly flowing in the mangrove.

In Guadeloupe, the garbage dump of the Gabarre, the largest of the island, evacuates its leachates in the Grand Cul-de-Sac Marin. The Guadeloupe household and urban pollution also results from the small number of sewage treatment plants.

Generally speaking, although the Lesser Antilles islands have adopted the principles of ecosystem protection and integrated development of coastal areas (including various international conventions in this area), the implementation is not always effective. Land use policy, urban planning, building on the coastline or next to the mangroves with traditional utilizations (garbage dump, logging, etc.) still remains (Government of St. Lucia, 2002:10-16; Lewsey et al., 2004:402; Walker, 2006:22-23, 28; YWF-Kido Foundation, 2007:17-20, 47). It should be noted that, in the Lesser Antilles, the weak enforcement of some legal standards, including environmental ones lato sensu, and the mosaic of public authorities in the coastal zone are not specific to the independent islands (Forster et al., 2011:654-655).
4. CONCLUSION

4.1. In summary, mangrove swamps dramatically decrease during the past thirty years in the Lesser Antilles. But methodological and statistical problems impede a good estimate of long-term evolution of that ecosystem before the nineties.

By the way, mangroves were soon disqualified because of their inaccessibility and “unhealthiness”. Moreover, deprived of their traditional functions, mangroves have been progressively marginalized with economic development, tourism and the rising of living standards in small islands economies notwithstanding their positive role as an ecosystem. Highlighted since the 1980s, this role appears particularly evident in the field of marine resources and protection against hurricanes and tsunamis, but also to help restore the quality of coastal waters and biodiversity.

From these observations, we wondered about a paradox faced by the inhabitants of the Lesser Antilles. Grossly, mangrove swamps are threatened by natural phenomena and by the behaviour of population. On one hand inhabitants really cannot prevent major natural threats on their wetlands like global climate change, hurricanes, earthquakes, volcanoes or tsunamis. But on the other hand, due to their small territorial and political scale, these islands should be able to act themselves against local anthropogenic threats upon mangroves i.e. deforestation, household effluents, agriculture, urbanization, tourism, etc. Indeed, the Lesser Antilles islands have adopted the principles of ecosystem protection and integrated development of coastal areas (including various international conventions in this area). There, land use policy, urban planning, and the building on the coastline or next to the mangroves are theoretically and legally under public control. Yet that does not work: effective provisions and outcomes remain often weak against direct anthropogenic threats. We give a few typical examples illustrating the damage to mangroves in these islands today whatever the political status or the administrative organization.

4.2. In this paper, we put forward some factual observations (and assumptions) about the mangroves in the Lesser Antilles, as an aspect of contemporary relations between men and their coastal environment.

However, at this stage, the explanatory power of geography (and even history) remains relatively weak, especially in order to get the attention of administrators and planners. So, in the future, we think it would be interesting to extend this paper with an approach mainly based on some items of environmental economics.

- Actually, the protection granted to goods depends on the value of goods. So, despite international legal standards, local policies or mantras, the continuous decrease of mangrove surfaces, especially in small islands, maybe reflects a lack in the recognition of the mangroves value. In other terms, in small islands, perhaps because of narrowness of the territory, the “price” of mangroves appears lower to other values that may be more “economic” or “social” (global income, income per capita, development, employment, generalization of urban ways of life among small developing states or territories, etc.).

- Lesser Antilles inhabitants will prefer to ignore uncertainty (hurricanes, earthquakes, tsunamis), long-term effects of their actions (global warming, loss of mangroves) and problems that exceed their immediate living environment (e.g. reduction of fishery resources or other “ecosystem services”: water quality, protection against floods, biodiversity, etc.). This is why the effects of permanent loss of mangrove swamps will therefore be underestimated with regard to this scale of values.

In our opinion, this aspect will bring back to broader questions: What are the local conditions of effective protection and management of mangroves? How can the individual and social choices be managed in order to preserve the long term elements of the coastal environment of the Lesser Antilles? This leads us to a more general question of the mismanagement (if not the “tragedy”, as mentioned by Garrett Hardin) of the commons and the necessity to pursue, in particular on the small territories and on the coastal zone, the implementation of special tools to integrate time, space, rules, men, nature, but also valuation and protection.
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